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Sometimes we need to get away from it all. Sometimes we need to get 
away from it all at a place that will pamper both our body and mind. 
Spa holidays continue to be popular in today's hectic world, and 
Expedia serves up the best spa hotels in London, Hong Kong and 
Bangkok. There are 36 spa hotels in London listed on Expedia, with 
Bangkok hotels that classify themselves as spa hotels close behind at 
32. Expedia also lists 15 spa hotels in Hong Kong. A traveler looking to 
take a spa holiday in one of these three cities need only go to Expedia 
to research and book her travel. 

May 2010 – Picking the perfect hotel can make or break a spa holiday. 
After all, the point of a spa holiday is to stay at a hotel that excels at 
pampering its guests. If the spa hotel is less than luxurious, then it 
disappoints the guest not only as an accommodation, but on the 
pampering front as well. Expedia has a category of hotel listings just 
for this type of holiday, with spa hotels in London, Hong Kong and 
Bangkok among the offerings. 

A holiday planner simply goes to Expedia and selects the hotel guide 
for the city she wants to visit. For example, if she goes to the London 
Hotel Guide, she will find 36 spa hotels in London to check out. From 
there, she can narrow her search again by star ratings – 18 of the spa 
hotels in London on Expedia are five star – and by area of the city and 
hotel brand. Clicking into a hotel listing delivers extensive information 
about the spa hotel, including a list of hotel and room amenities, 
onsite dining options, hotel policies, and, of course, nightly rates and 
any additional fees. The planner also can look at photos of the hotel 



and its rooms, take a virtual tour, plus read insider tips and traveler 
reviews of the spa hotels in London. 

In the hotel guide for Bangkok, Expedia breaks out 32 spa hotels. 
These Bangkok hotels are available in list or map view, allowing the 
planner to look for a spa hotel near attractions on her must-see list, 
for those breaks between spa treatments. Same goes for spa hotels in 
Hong Kong, of which Expedia lists 15. 

Booking rooms at spa hotels in London, Hong Kong and Bangkok on 
Expedia proves just as easy researching them. A traveler can book 
everything – rooms, flights, holiday packages, attractions and cars for 
hire – online or call 1-800-998-799 seven days a week, 24 hours a 
day. In fact, she saves money by booking her flight, hotel and/or car 
for hire at the same time. There are no hidden fees on Expedia, and all 
rates are given in New Zealand dollars. 

The portal for the New Zealand traveler, from the world's leading 
online travel company, features more than 80,000 hotels – from hotels 
in Auckland to hotels in Hong Kong and London – and more than 3,000 
holiday packages. Travelers can find and book spa hotels with 
Expedia's robust, easy-to-use search, then contribute to the website's 
growing collection of independent guest reviews after they return 
home. Go to expedia.co.nz today to find the perfect spa hotels in 
London and Hong Kong, plus Bangkok hotels in the spa category. 
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